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Iron under Earth’s core conditions:
Liquid-state thermodynamics and high-pressure melting curve fromab initio calculations
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Ab initio techniques based on density functional theory in the projector-augmented-wave implementation are
used to calculate the free energy and a range of other thermodynamic properties of liquid iron at high pressures
and temperatures relevant to the Earth’s core. Theab initio free energy is obtained by using thermodynamic
integration to calculate the change of free energy on going from a simple reference system to theab initio
system, with thermal averages computed byab initio molecular dynamics simulation. The reference system
consists of the inverse-power pair-potential model used in previous work. The liquid-state free energy is
combined with the free energy of hexagonal close packed Fe calculated earlier using identicalab initio
techniques to obtain the melting curve and volume and entropy of melting. Comparisons of the calculated
melting properties with experimental measurement and with other recentab initio predictions are presented.
Experiment-theory comparisons are also presented for the pressures at which the solid and liquid Hugoniot
curves cross the melting line, and the sound speed and Gru¨neisen parameter along the Hugoniot. Additional
comparisons are made with a commonly used equation of state for high-pressure–high-temperature Fe based
on experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The last few years have seen important progress in ca
lating the thermodynamic properties of condensed matter
ing ab initio techniques based on density-functional theo
~DFT!.1–4 There has been particular attention to the therm
dynamics of crystals, whose harmonic free energy can
obtained from phonon frequencies computed by stand
DFT methods.5–11Theab initio treatment of liquid-state ther
modynamics is also important, and thermodynamic integ
tion has been shown to be an effective way of calculating
DFT free energy of liquids.1,3,4 These developments hav
made it possible to treat phase equilibria, including melt
properties, by completelyab initio methods. We report her
DFT free-energy calculations on high-pressure–hi
temperature liquid iron, which we combine with earlier r
sults on the solid11 to obtain the complete melting curve an
the variation of the volume and entropy of melting along t
curve. We also present results for some key thermodyna
properties of the liquid, which we compare with data fro
shock experiments and other sources. The general met
developed here may be useful for other problems involv
phase equilibria under extreme conditions. A brief report
this work was presented earlier.12

The properties of high-pressure–high-temperature Fe
of great scientific importance because the Earth’s core c
sists mainly of Fe, with a minor fraction of ligh
impurities.13–15 The melting curve is particularly importan
since it provides one of the very few ways of estimating
temperature at the boundary between the liquid outer c
and the solid inner core.16 Because of this, strenuou
efforts have been made to measure the melting curve,17–23

but the extreme pressures and temperatures requ
0163-1829/2002/65~16!/165118~11!/$20.00 65 1651
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(p;330 GPa,T;6000 K) make the experiments very d
manding.Ab initio calculations therefore have a major ro
to play, and several independent attempts to obtain the m
ing curve using differentab initio strategies have been re
ported recently.12,25,26 The rather unsatisfactory agreeme
between the predictions makes a full presentation of the te
nical methods all the more important.

The calculation of melting properties usingab initio free
energies was pioneered by Sugino and Car1 in their work on
the melting of Si at ambient pressure. Related methods w
subsequently used by de Wijset al.3 and by Jesson and
Madden27 to study the melting of Al. In all these cases, the
modynamic integration~see, e.g., Ref. 28! was used to obtain
the ab initio free energy from the free energy of a simp
reference system, and we follow the same strategy here.
other recent calculations25,26 on the high-pressure melting o
Fe employedab initio methods in a different way. Free en
ergies were not calculated, but instead an empirical par
etrized form of the total-energy function was fitted to DF
total energies calculated for representative configuration
the solid and liquid. The empirical energy function was th
used in molecular dynamics simulations of very large s
tems containing coexisting solid and liquid.

The detailed DFT techniques used in this work are id
tical to those used in our work on hcp Fe.11 In particular, we
use the generalized gradient approximation~GGA! for
exchange-correlation energy, in the form known as Perd
Wang 1991,29,30 which reproduces very accurately a wid
range of experimental properties of solid iron, as noted
more detail elsewhere.31–35 We also use the projector
augmented-wave~PAW! implementation of DFT,34,36,37

which shares many of the properties of standard all-elec
implementations such as full-potential augmented pla
©2002 The American Physical Society18-1
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waves~FLAPW’s!,38 as well as being closely related to th
ultrasoft pseudopotential method.39 We have used theVASP

code,40,41which is exceptionally stable and efficient for me
als, with the implementation of an extrapolation of t
charge density which increases the efficiency of molecu
dynamics simulations by almost a factor of 2.42

The calculation of melting properties demands very h
precision for the free energies of the two phases, as em
sized elsewhere.3,11The required precision is set by the valu
of the entropy of melting, and one finds that in order
calculate the melting temperature to within 100 K the no
cancelling error in the free energies must be reduced
;10 meV/atom. The use of identical electronic-structu
methods in the two phases is clearly necessary; but it is
tainly not sufficient, since the detailed free-energy techniq
differ in the two phases. In the solid, we relied heavily
harmonic calculations, whereas the liquid-state calculati
rely on relating the free energy to that of a reference liqu
It is therefore essential to reduce the statistical-mechan
errors below the tolerance, and we aim to demonstrate
this has been achieved.

In the next section, we summarize the technical metho
and Sec. III then reports our results for the DFT free ene
of liquid Fe over a wide range of thermodynamic stat
Section IV presents our calculated melting properties, wh
we compare with experimental results and the prediction
other ab initio calculations. Our free-energy results ha
been used to compute a variety of other thermodyna
quantities for the liquid, and we compare these in Secs
and VI with direct shock measurements as well as publis
extrapolations of other experimental data. In the final s
tion, we give further discussion and a summary of our c
clusions.

II. TECHNIQUES

The key thermodynamic quantity calculated in this wo
is theab initio Helmholtz free energyFAI , with the statisti-
cal mechanics of the nuclei treated in the classical limit. T
is defined by the standard statistical-mechanical formula@Eq.
~1! of Ref. 11# in terms of the DFT electronic~free! energy
UAI(R1 , . . . ,RN ;Tel) calculated at electronic temperatu
Tel , with nuclear positionsRi . As in Ref. 11, we assume tha
the exchange-correlation~free! energy Exc has its zero-
temperature form. Our earlier work11,34 should be consulted
for technical details of thePAW implementation. We empha
size particularly that the algorithms for calculatin
UAI(R1 , . . . ,RN ;Tel) are identical to those used in our ca
culations ofFAI for the hcp solid,11 so that excellent cancel
lation of any residual errors between solid and liquid is e
pected. The present calculations, similar to those on the
solid, make use of thermodynamic integration,1–3,27,28so that
FAI is given by

FAI5F ref1E
0

1

dl ^DU&l , ~1!

with DU[UAI2U ref , whereU ref(R1 , . . . ,RN) is the total
energy of a simple model reference system, and^ • &l is the
16511
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thermal average evaluated in the ensemble of the ‘‘interm
diate’’ system whose total energyUl is (12l)U ref
1lUAI . In the present work,̂DU&l is evaluated at each
value of the coupling constantl using constant-temperatur
ab initio molecular dynamics~AIMD ! generated byUl .

ProvidedU ref mimicsUAI closely, so that the fluctuation
of DU are small, then Eq.~1! is accurately approximated b

FAI.F ref1^DU&AI1^~dDU !2&AI /2kBT, ~2!

with dDU[DU2^DU&AI . We showed in Ref. 34 that a
excellentU ref for high-p–high-T liquid Fe consists of a sum
of inverse-power pair potentialsf(r )5B/r a with suitable
values ofB anda ~see the Appendix of Ref. 11 for an analy
sis of the physical reasons why this type of reference mo
works well!. We therefore setU ref5U th1Upair, whereUpair
5 1

2 ( iÞ jf(uRi2Rj u), and the position-independent functio
of stateU th is defined so that̂DU&AI[^UAI2Upair2U th&AI
50. The free energy of the reference system is thenF ref
5U th1Fpair, where the free energy associated withUpair can
be expressed asFpair5FPG1Fpair

x , with FPG the free energy
of the perfect gas andFpair

x the ‘‘excess’’ free energy of the
pair-potential system. For an inverse-power system,
quantity f pair

x [Fpair
x /NkBT depends only on the dimension

less thermodynamic parameterz[Bna/3/kBT (n is the num-
ber density!, so that we have F ref5U th1FPG

1NkBT fpair
x (z).

The representation ofU th[^UAI2Upair&AI as a function
of state is expected to be simple, since if the fluctuations
DU are small then̂ UAI2Upair&AI should be very close to
UAI

0 2Upair
0 , whereUAI

0 andUpair
0 are the zero-temperatureab

initio and pair-potential energies of the hcp lattice. Defini
dU th5U th2U th

0 , with U th
0 [UAI

0 2Upair
0 , we then expectdU th

to be a small quantity depending weakly on volume a
temperature. The accurate computation and representatio
UAI

0 were discussed in Ref. 11, and the accurate computa
of Upair

0 is clearly trivial, so that the computation ofU th
0 is

straightforward. The small differencedU th[^UAI2Upair&AI

2U th
0 is evaluated from the AIMD simulations described

Sec. III C.
To summarize, the condition̂DU&AI50 is used to rewrite

Eq. ~2! as

FAI.F ref1^~dDU !2&AI /2kBT5U th
0 1dU th1FPG

1NkBT fpair
x ~z!1^~dDU !2&AI /2kBT. ~3!

We now turn to the calculation of the reduced free ene
f pair

x (z) of the reference system and the small quantitiesdU th

and ^(dDU)2&AI . We shall also give evidence that with ou
chosen reference model the higher-order fluctuation te
omitted from Eqs.~2!,~3! are indeed negligible.

III. FREE ENERGY OF THE LIQUID

A. Inverse-power reference system

The PAW calculations used to validate the inverse-pow
reference system are those reported in Ref. 34. They co
of a set of AIMD simulations performed at 16 thermod
8-2
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IRON UNDER EARTH’s CORE CONDITIONS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 165118
namic states covering the temperature range 3000–800
and the pressure range 60–390 GPa. All the simulations w
performed on a 67-atom system usingG-point sampling,
with a time step of 1 fs. We stress that such a small sys
with such limited sampling cannot be expected to yield v
precise results for thermodynamic quantities, and our o
purpose here is to demonstrate the adequacy of the refer
system. At each thermodynamic state, the system was eq
brated using the reference system itself, and AIMD data w
then accumulated for a time span of 5 ps.

We showed in Ref. 34 that the inverse-power model, w
parametersa55.86 andB chosen so that forr 52 Å the
potential f(r ) is 1.95 eV, reproduces very closely theab
initio liquid for the stateT54300 K,r510700 kg m23. We
have studied the strength of thedDU fluctuations for all 16
thermodynamic states, using exactly the same refere
model for all states, and we report in Table I the normaliz
strength of these fluctuations, which we characterize by
quantity s[@^(dDU)2&AI /N#1/2. Two points should be
noted: First,s is small, since its typical value of 100 meV
markedly smaller than the typical thermal energieskBT ~258
meV at the lowest temperature of 3000 K!. Onces is as
small as this, little is gained by further improvement of t
reference system. Second,s does not vary strongly with
thermodynamic state, so that the reference system spec
by the values ofa andB given above can be used for all th
thermodynamic states of interest here.

B. Free energy of reference system

To cover the thermodynamic states of liquid Fe that int
est us, we need accurate values of the reference excess
energyf ref

x (z) for 2.5,z,5.0. There have been many stu
ies of the thermodynamic properties of inverse-power s
tems, including one on the free energy of the liquid 1/r 6

system,43 but since these do not provide what we need

TABLE I. Normalized fluctuation strengths ~see text! charac-
terizing the accuracy with which the inverse-power reference mo
mimics the energy fluctuations ofab initio liquid Fe. Values ofs
~eV units! are given for a set ofAIMD simulations at different den
sitiesr and temperaturesT. Pressure at each thermodynamic st
~GPa units! is given in parentheses.

r (kg m23)
T ~K! 9540 10 700 11 010 12 130 13 300

3000 0.097
~60!

4300 0.085
~132!

5000 0.089
~140!

6000 0.104 0.096 0.089 0.103 0.125
~90! ~151! ~170! ~251! ~360!

7000 0.093 0.098 0.109 0.131
~161! ~181! ~264! ~375!

8000 0.092 0.099 0.104 0.124
~172! ~191! ~275! ~390!
16511
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have made our own calculations off ref
x (z) for the 1/r 5.86

case. Our strategy is to start with standard literature val
for the excess free energy of the Lennard-Jones~LJ! liquid44

~total energyULJ), and to use thermodynamic integration
go from the LJ system to the inverse-power system. In do
this, our target was to keep technical errors small enough
that the final free energyF ref is correct to better than 5 meV
atom.

We note the following technical points. The calculatio
were done at a standard volume per atom, usually taken t
8.67 Å3, with the temperature chosen to give the requir
value ofz. Ewald techniques were used to avoid cutting
the inverse-power potential at any distance—this is essen
since a cutoff would compromise the scaling properties
the reference system. The classical molecular dynam
simulations used to computêU ref2ULJ&l were done using
the constant-temperature technique, with each atom take
have a mass of 55.86 a.u., and the time-step set equal to
For each thermodynamic state, we are free to choose
convenient values for the LJ parameterse ands. Our crite-
rion for choosing these is that the fluctuations ofU ref2ULJ
should be kept reasonably small, but with the proviso that
initial LJ system must be in the liquid state. In many cas
we have checked for consistency by using differente ands
values. Since we requiref ref

x (z) in the thermodynamic limit
of infinite system size, we have made careful checks on
effects. Tests on systems containing up to 499 atoms s
that size errors inf ref

x (z) are less than 1 meV/atom, and th
is small enough to ensure thatF ref has a precision of bette
than 5 meV. Most of this error arises from the error in t
literature values of the LJ free energy. As a further check
our techniques, we have done calculations on the 1/r 6 sys-
tem at selected thermodynamic states, and compared with
free energy results of Laird and Haymet.43

We have checked our procedures by repeating most of
calculations using the perfect gas as reference system, s
to avoid possible errors in the LJ free energy. For these
culations, we used a different form forUl , namely, Ul

5(12l2)UPG1l2U ref . This was done to suppress the e
fect of the large fluctuations ofU ref2UPG that occur at small
l. By performing long enough simulations, typically 1 n
we were able to calculate the reference free energy with
accuracy of around 1 meV/atom. These calculations with
perfect-gas reference system give reference excess free
gies that are systematically 5 meV/atom lower than th
obtained using the LJ reference system. We believe that
discrepancy arises from a small systematic error in the
free energies given in Ref. 44.

After all these tests, calculations off ref
x (z) were done at a

regularly spaced set ofz values at intervals of 0.25, and w
found that the results could be fitted to the required precis
by the following third-degree polynomial

f ref
x ~z!5(

i 50

3

ciz
i . ~4!

The values of the coefficients arec051.981,c155.097,c2
50.1626,c350.009733.

el
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C. From reference to full ab initio

To achieve our target precision of 10 meV/atom in theab
initio free energyFAI of the liquid, two sources of error mus
be studied: system size effects and electronick-point sam-
pling. An important point to note is that these errors on
affect the small termsdU th and ^(dDU)2&AI /2kBT in Eq.
~3!, since f ref

x (z) refers already to the infinite system, an
k-point errors inU th

0 are negligible. We also study the valid
ity of neglecting the higher-order fluctuation terms in Eq.~3!.

We focus first on the quantitydU th in Eq. ~3!. To study
size errors in this quantity, we calculated the thermal aver
^UAI2Upair&AI for a range of system sizes. These test cal
lations were done on systems of up to 241 atoms aV
58.67 Å3/atom andT54300 K usingG-point sampling.
The preparation and equilibration of these systems w
done using the inverse-power reference system. Since
latter so closely mimics theab initio system for the 67-atom
cell, it should provide a well equilibrated starting point f
ab initio simulation of larger systems. The duration of all t
ab initio simulations after equilibration was 1 ps. The resu
of these tests are summarized in Table II, where we re
the value of dU th per atom, i.e., the quantitydU th /N
[@^UAI2Upair&AI2U th

0 #/N ~see Sec. II!. SinceU th
0 /N is in-

dependent of the system size, the variation of the repo
quantity arises solely from size dependence of^UAI
2Upair&AI /N. We see that with;125 atomsdU th /N is con-
verged to better than 5 meV/atom, and that already with
atoms the size error is of the order of 10 meV/atom.

We tested fork-point errors indU th by performing calcu-
lations using both four and 32 Monkhorst-Pack45 sampling
points. Since explicit AIMD calculations with so manyk
points would be extremely expensive, we use the follow
procedure. From an existingG-point simulation we take a se
of typically 10 atomic configurations separated by 0.1
Theab initio total energies of these configurations calcula
with the differentk point samplings are then compared. F
sampling with fourk points, we did calculations on system
of up to 241 atoms, but the heavier calculations with 32k

TABLE II. Dependence on number of atomsN in the simulation
cell of size errors andk-point sampling errors in the quantitydU th

entering theab initio free energy of liquid Fe@see Eq.~3!#. Second
column reportsdU th /N ~eV units! with a constant offset chosen s
that the reported value for the largest system size is zero. T
column reports difference ofdU th /N between simulations using
four k points andG-point sampling. Fourth column reports norma
ized fluctuation strengths ~see text! for different system sizes.

@dU th(N)2dU th(241)#/
N ~eV!

@dU th(4k)2dU th(G)#
N ~eV!

s~eV!

67 20.00960.002 0.00960.003 0.085
89 20.01260.001 0.00760.002 0.073
107 20.01060.001 0.00660.002 0.083
127 0.00460.001 0.00060.002 0.086
157 0.00160.001 0.00160.002 0.069
199 0.00160.001 0.082
241 0.00060.001 0.00160.002 0.101
16511
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points were done only on the 67-atom system. The result
these tests for the thermodynamic stateV58.67 Å3/atom
andT54300 K are also reported in Table II, where we s
that for the smallest system containing 67 atoms the dif
ence with respect to a calculation with theG point only is
;9 meV/atom, but as the number of atoms in the cell
increased above;125 the difference becomes negligibl
The result for the calculation with 32k points is identical to
the one with fourk points and is not reported in the table. W
also found that fluctuations of the energy differences
tween the calculations done with theG point only and those
with four k points are extremely small.

Similar, but less extensive, tests of system-size a
k-point errors have also been performed at the stateV
56.97 Å3/atom,T56000 K, and we find that the variatio
of these errors with system size is numerically almost
same as before. The indication is therefore thatdU th can be
obtained to a precision of around 5 meV/atom from simu
tions on systems of 125 atoms or more. Unfortunately, i
not practicable yet to do all ourAIMD simulations with this
system size, and in practice we have computeddU th from
G-point simulations on the 67-atom system, and correc
the results by adding 10 meV/atom, which from the pres
evidence appears to the almost constant error in theG-point
67-atom results.

As expected, the numerical values ofdU th are small, and
depend weakly on temperature and pressure across the r
of thermodynamic states of interest. We find that they can
represented to within;3 meV/atom by a sum of third-
degree polynomials inV andT:

dU th /N5(
i 50

3

~aiV
i1biT

i !, ~5!

with the following fitting parameters~units of eV, Å and K!:
a050.649, a1524.3331022, a2524.1931023, a3
56.4831025, b050.296, b1526.5131025, b257.46
31029, andb3522.07310213.

To test the validity of neglecting the higher-order fluctu
tion terms omitted from Eqs.~2!, ~3!, we have performed full
thermodynamic integration for four different thermodynam
states, the first three withV58.67 Å3/atom andT54300,
6000, and 8000 K and the fourth withV56.97 Å3/atom and
T58000 K, using the five equally spacedl values 0, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. These calculations were done us
G-point sampling on the system of 67 atoms. We have s
that this system size is not big enough to yield the requi
precision forFAI , but it should certainly be enough to te
the adequacy of the second-order formula. In Table III
report a comparison between the results obtained from
integral using the fivel values and those from the secon
order formula, and we see that they are practically indis
guishable. The table also indicates that the te
^(dDU)2&AI/2kBT is rather insensitive to thermodynam
state and can be approximated to the required precision
setting it equal to 10 meV/atom. We have used this cons
value in evaluating theab initio free energy by Eq.~3!.

d
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IV. MELTING PROPERTIES

From our parametrized formulas for theab initio Helm-
holtz free energiesF(V,T) of the hcp solid~Ref. 11! and the
liquid ~present work!, we immediately obtain the Gibbs fre
energiesG(p,T)[F(V,T)1pV, and for each pressure th
melting temperatureTm is determined as theT at which the
latter free energies are equal for the solid and liquid. T
resulting melting curve is reported in Fig. 1 for pressu
from 50 to 350 GPa. We note that the melting temperatu
Tm reported here are slightly lower than those presente
our original brief report.12 For example, atp5330 GPa~the
pressure at the boundary between the Earth’s inner solid
and liquid outer core!, we now predictTm56350 K, com-
pared with our previous value of 6670 K. This downwa
shift comes from our more extensive calculations on the f
energy of the hcp solid, and particularly from a careful
analysis of the anharmonic contributions, as reported in R
11. Also in Fig. 1, we show theab initio melting curve re-
ported very recently by Laioet al.25 In addition, we compare
with experimental melting curves or points obtained
shock experiments or by static-compression using
diamond-anvil cell~DAC!. DAC determinations of the melt

TABLE III. Difference FAI2F ref between free energies ofab
initio and reference systems calculated in two ways: by full th
modynamic integration~column 2! as in Eq.~1!, and by the second
order fluctuation approximation~column 3! as in Eq.~2!. Free en-
ergy differences are given per atom in eV units for thr
temperatures at the densityr510 700 kg m23. Values in parenthe-
ses refer to the densityr513 300 kg m23.

T ~K! N21*0
1dl ^DU&l ~eV! ^(dDU)2&AI /2NkBT ~eV!

4300 0.012 0.012
6000 0.010 0.009
8000 0.006~0.010! 0.006~0.010!

FIG. 1. Comparison of melting curve of Fe from present cal
lations with previous experimental andab initio results: heavy solid
and dashed curves: present work without and with free-ene
correction~see text!; chain curve:ab initio results of Ref. 25; dots
light dashes, and squares: DAC measurements of Refs. 21
and 19; triangles, diamond, and solid square: shock experim
of Refs. 22, 23, and 24. Error bars are those quoted in orig
references.
16511
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ing curve of Fe and other transition metals have been p
formed by several research groups.17–20 The early results of
Williams et al.21 lie considerably above those of othe
groups, and are now generally discounted. This still leave
range of around 400 K in the experimentalTm at 100 GPa.
Even allowing for this uncertainty, we acknowledge that o
melting curve lies appreciably above the surviving DA
curves, with ourTm being above that of Shenet al.19 by
around 400 K at 100 GPa. We return to this discrepan
below.

Shock measurements should in principle be able to fi
point on the high-pressure melting curve at the thermo
namic state where melting first occurs on the Hugon
However, temperature is notoriously difficult to measure
shock experiments. The temperatures obtained by
et al.22 using pyrometric techniques are generally regard
as being too high by at least 1000 K. This has been c
firmed by our recentab initio calculations11 of Hugoniot
temperature for hcp Fe. We therefore disregard their d
point on the melting curve. In the shock measurements
Brown and McQueen23 and Nguyen and Holmes,24 no at-
tempt was made to measure temperature, which was
mated using models for the specific heat and Gru¨neisen pa-
rameter; the approximate validity of these models
supported by ourab initio calculations11 on hcp Fe. How-
ever, the identification of the Hugoniot melting point h
been hampered by the possible existence of a solid-s
transition. In their measurements of sound velocity on
Hugoniot, Brown, and McQueen23 believed that they had
observed a solid-solid transition as well as a separate me
transition. The new shock results of Nguyen and Holme24

using improved techniques indicate that there is no so
solid transition, and we place greater weight on their Hug
niot melting point. We plot in Fig. 1 the point reported b
Brown and McQueen23 as lying on the melting curve, thoug
for the reasons just explained, we are cautious about acc
ing it. We also plot the point obtained from the measu
ments of Nguyen and Holmes.24 The pressure of 221 GPa i
taken directly from their measurement of the onset of m
ing, while the temperature at this point is taken from o
calculation of the Hugoniot temperature of the hcp solid
this pressure, as reported in Ref. 11~see also following sec-
tion!.

We now consider possible sources of error in our D
calculations. First, we recall that even with the best availa
GGA for exchange-correlation energy the low-temperat
p(V) relation for hcp Fe is not in perfect agreement w
experiment. This has been shown by a number of indep
dent calculations using all-electron techniques31,32 as well as
pseudopotential33 and PAW ~Refs. 34,37! techniques, all of
which agree closely with each other. Roughly speaking,
pressure is underpredicted by around 10 GPa at near-am
pressures and by around 8 GPa in the region of 300 GPa.
pressure error can be thought of as arising from an erro
the Helmholtz free energy, so that the true free energyF true
can be written asF true5FGGA1dF, whereFGGA is our cal-
culated free energy anddF is the correction. If we take the
pressure errordp[2(]dF/]V)T to be linear in the volume,
then dF can be represented asdF5b1V1b2V2, whereb1

-
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andb2 are adjustable parameters determined by least-squ
fitting to the experimental pressure.~A volume-independen
constant could, of course, also be added todF, but this
would not affect the pressure or any other observable qu
tity.! If we now neglect the temperature dependence ofdF,
and simply adddF(V) to the calculated free energies of sol
and liquid, this gives a way of gauging our likely errors. W
find that this free-energy correction leads to a lowering of
melting curve by around 350 K in the region of 50 GPa a
by around 70 K in the region of 300 GPa.@The assumption
that dF(V) is the same for the solid and the liquid is pla
sible, because the electronic and atomic structures of the
phases are very similar. IfdF(V) were different in solid and
liquid, then a volume-independent constant indF(V) would,
of course, shift the melting curve. At present, there seem
be no reliable experimental data that would constrain
differences betweendF(V) in the two phases.#

The second error source we consider is thePAW imple-
mentation, and specifically our choice of the division in
core and valence states, and thePAW core radii. At Earth’s
core pressures, the 3p electrons, and to a lesser extent thes
electrons, must be treated as valence states. But in ourPAW

implementation11,34 the 3s and 3p are core states, with th
associated error partially compensated for by inclusion of
effective pair potential. Moreover, the core radius of 1.16
we have used11,34 may also affect the calculations, becau
under such high pressures and temperatures the atoms
so close that the cores overlap. These errors may affec
melting curve if they fail to cancel between the liquid and t
solid. To check both these possible problems, we have
formed trial PAW calculations with the much smaller cor
radius of 0.85 Å and with both 3s and 3p states in the
valence set; with this choice of core radius the overlap of
cores in the liquid and the high-temperature solid is alm
negligible. We have then used an equation similar to Eq.~2!
to calculate the free energy difference between the syst
described with the twoPAW approximations, repeating th
calculations for both the liquid and the solid. To do that w
have drawn two sets of 30 statistically independent confi
rations from two long simulations performed with the orig
nal PAW approximation on the solid and the liquid atV
57.18 Å3/atom andT56700 K. As expected, we find
significant shift in the total electronic~free! energies. This
shift is almost constant, thus validating the use of Eq.~2!, but
the important result is that it is almost the same for the liq
and the solid, the two numbers beingFhard

l 2Fsoft
l 5

20.210 eV/atom Fhard
s 2Fsoft

s 520.204 eV/atom. Here
Fhard

l is the free energy calculated with small core and 3s and
3p states in valence, andFsoft

l the free energy with large cor
and the 3s and 3p frozen in the core, plus the effective pa
potential; the superscriptss and l indicate the solid and the
liquid, respectively. The effect is small, and stabilizes t
liquid by 6 meV/atom, which has the effect of shifting th
melting curve down by;60 K.

As we show in Fig. 1, if we include both these correctio
they bring our low-temperature melting curve into quite
spectable agreement with the DAC measurements of S
et al., while leaving the agreement with the shock points
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Nguyen and Holmes essentially unaffected. There is sti
considerable discrepancy with the DAC curve of Boehle17

and theab initio results of Laioet al.25

We now turn to the changes of volume and entropy
melting. Our calculated volume of melting~volume of liquid
minus volume of coexisting hcp solid at each pressure
pressed as a percentage of the volume of the solid at
point! is plotted as a function of pressure in Fig. 2. We a
show the melting volume predicted by theab initio calcula-
tions of Laio et al.25 at the pressure 330 GPa, and it is e
couraging to note that their value of 1.6% is quite close
ours. The free-energy correction discussed above makes
a small difference to the calculated volume of melting: at
GPa the correction makes the volume of melting incre
from 5.0 to 5.8%, while at 300 GPa it is affected by less th
0.1%. The most striking feature of our results is the ste
decrease ofDV by a factor of about 3 in the range from 50
200 GPa, and its approximate constancy after that.

Our predicted entropy of meltingDSm ~entropy per atom
of liquid minus entropy per atom of coexisting solid! is plot-
ted as a function of pressure in Fig. 3, where we also sh
theab initio value of Laioet al.25 at 330 GPa. The agreemen

FIG. 2. Ab initio fractional volume change on melting of Fe as
function of pressure. Solid and dashed curves: present work, w
out and with free-energy correction~see text!; black dot: Ref. 25.

FIG. 3. Ab initio entropy change on melting per atom~units of
Boltzmann’s constantkB). Solid and dashed curves: present wo
without and with free-energy correction~see text!; black dot:
Ref. 25.
8-6
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of our value (1.05kB) with theirs (0.86kB) is reasonably
close. The entropy of melting also decreases with increa
p, but more moderately thanDV/V, the decrease between 5
and 200 GPa being only 30%. We note the relevance to
slope of the melting curve, given by the Clausius-Clapey
relationdTm /dp5DV/DS. ~This relation is satisfied identi
cally by our results, since they are all derived from fr
energies.! The strong decrease ofdTm /dp between 50 and
200 GPa and its approximate constancy thereafter is ma
due to the variation ofDV/V.

V. HUGONIOT PROPERTIES

Since shock experiments are the only direct way of
taining thermodynamic information for high-p–high-T liq-
uid Fe, it is important to test our predictions against t
available shock data. The data that emerge most dire
from shock experiments consist of a relation between
pressurepH and the molar volumeVH on the so-called
Hugoniot line, which is the set of thermodynamic sta
given by the Rankine-Hugoniot formula46

1

2
pH~V02VH!5EH2E0 , ~6!

where EH is the molar internal energy behind the sho
front, andE0 andV0 are the molar internal energy and vo
ume in the zero-pressure state ahead of the front.
pressure-volume and temperature-pressure relations on
Hugoniot are straightforwardly obtained from ourab initio
calculations: for a givenVH , one seeks the temperatureTH
at which the Rankine-Hugoniot relation is satisfied, and fr
this one obtainspH ~and, if required,EH). In experiments on
Fe, V0 and E0 refer to the zero-pressure bcc crystal. W
obtainE0 directly from GGA calculations that we performe
on the ferromagnetic bcc crystal, as described earlier,11 but
we use the experimental value ofV0. The slight shift pro-
duced by using instead the theoretical value ofV0 was noted

FIG. 4. Relation betweenab initio melting curve andab initio
Hugoniot temperature-pressure curves. Heavy continuous
dashed curves: melting curves calculated without and with fr
energy correction~see text!; light continuous and chain curves
Hugoniot of solid without and with free-energy correction; lig
dashed and dotted curves: Hugoniot of liquid without and with fr
energy correction.
16511
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earlier.11 Melting in shock experiments is usually detected
monitoring the sound velocity,22,23 which shows marked dis
continuities of slope along the Hugoniot. In a simple melti
transition, there are discontinuities at two characteristic pr
suresps and pl , which are the points where the solid an
liquid Hugoniots meet the melting curve. Belowps , the ma-
terial behind the shock front is entirely solid, while abovepl
it is entirely liquid; betweenps and pl , the material is a
two-phase mixture.

We present in Fig. 4 our calculatedTH(pH) Hugoniot
curve for the liquid, together with our curve for the sol
reported earlier11 and ourab initio melting curve. Without
the free energy correctiondF of Sec. IV, we findps5229
and pl5285 GPa. The very recent shock data of Nguy
and Holmes24 give values of 221 and 260 GPa, respective
so that ourps value is very close to theirs, and ourpl value
is also not very different.

If the correctiondF is included in calculating the melting
curve, then for consistency it must be included also in
solid and liquid Hugoniots. It is straightforward to obtain th
correctedpH andEH as a function ofVH for the two phases.
But in the Rankine-Hugoniot equation we also needE0 for
the bcc crystal, and this will be subject to a correction simi
to dF, but of unknown size. To supply the missing inform
tion, we add to theab initio energy of bcc Fe a correctio
term dFbcc, which we represent asc11c2V. The constants
c1 andc2 are fixed by requiring that the equilibrium volum
of the bcc crystal and the low-temperature transition press
between the bcc and hcp phases be correctly given. The
sulting ‘‘corrected’’TH(pH) Hugoniots of the solid and liq-
uid are reported in Fig. 4. The shifts in the curves are
about the same size as those discussed earlier11 for the solid
when we replaced the calculated bcc volumeV0 in the
Rankine-Hugoniot equation by its experimental value, a
are an indication of the inherent uncertainty due to DFT
rors. The corrected valuesps5243, pl5298 GPa are now in

nd
-

-

FIG. 5. Ab initio Hugoniot pressure-volume curve compar
with experimental results of Ref. 23. Solid and dashed curvesab
initio results without and with free-energy correction~see text!;
squares: experimental results. Vertical dotted lines indicate volu
at which melting starts and finishes according to present~uncor-
rected! ab initio results. To the right of rightmost vertical dotte
line, curves represent solid Hugoniot from Ref. 11; to the left
leftmost vertical line, curves represent present liquid Hugoniot.
8-7
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somewhat poorer agreement with the experimental val
This is a rather sensitive test of DFT errors, since the shal
angle at which the Hugoniot curves cross the melting l
amplifies the effect of the errors.

We now turn to our liquid-state results forpH(VH) com-
pared with the shock data of Brown and McQueen23 ~Fig. 5!,
including for completeness our results for the solid repor
earlier.11 We report results both with and without the fre
energy correctiondF, using the experimental bcc volumeV0
in the Rankine-Hugoniot equation in both cases. We mark
the figure the volumes above which the shocked materia
entirely solid and below which it is entirely liquid. Above th
upper volume, we report our calculated hcp Hugoniots,
below the lower volume the liquid Hugoniots. In the interv
between them, we linearly mix the two. We note that thedF
correction makes little difference to the liquid Hugonio
which lies above the experimental values by around 3%.

Shock experiments on Fe have given values for the a
batic sound speedvS5(KS /r)1/2 of the liquid, with KS the
adiabatic bulk modulus andr the mass density. Figure
shows ourab initio values forvS of the liquid as a function
of pressure on the Hugoniot, both with and without thedF
correction, compared with the shock data of Ref. 23. Up
the pressure of;260 GPa, the experimental points refer
the solid or the two-phase region, so it is in the liquid regi
above this pressure that the comparison is significant. In

FIG. 6. Longitudinal speed of sound on the Hugoniot. Circl
experimental values from Ref. 23; continuous and dashed cur
presentab initio values without and with free-energy correction~see
text!.
16511
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region, our agreement with the experimental data is clo
the discrepancies being;2 and,1 % for our uncorrected
and correctedvS values, respectively.

We conclude this section by reporting results for t
Grüneisen parameterg on the liquid Hugoniot. This param
eter is defined asg[V(]p/]E)V5aKTVm /Cv , with a the
volume expansion coefficient,KT the isothermal bulk modu-
lus, Cv the constant-volume molar specific heat, andVm the
molar volume. Assumptions or estimates of its values h
played a key role in constructing parametrized equations
state for Fe. Our calculatedg on the liquid Hugoniot is al-
most exactly constant, varying in the narrow range from 1
to 1.52 asp goes from 280 to 340 GPa.

VI. THERMODYNAMICS OF THE LIQUID

Although directly measured data on high-p–high-T liquid
Fe all come from shock experiments, attempts have b
made to combine these data with measurements at lowp
andT using parametrized models for quantities such asKS ,
g, andCv to estimate thermodynamic properties away fro
the Hugoniot curve.47 These attempts have been crucial
trying to understand how the properties of the Earth’s liqu
core deviate from those of pure liquid Fe. We present he
brief comparison with these experimentally based extrap
tions for the two quantities that determine the seismic pr
erties of the outer core: the densityr and the adiabatic bulk
modulusKS .

Since the outer core is in a state of turbulent convecti
the variation of its thermodynamic properties with depth
expected to follow an adiabat. We therefore present our c
parisons on adiabats specified by their temperatureTICB at
p5330 GPa, which is the pressure at the inner-core–ou
core boundary~ICB!.48 We choose the two temperature
TICB55000 and 7000 K, because the results of Sec. IV in
cate that the melting temperature at the ICB pressure
between these limits. Our comparisons~Tables IV and V!
show that the uncorrectedab initio density is very close
~within a few tenths of a percent! to the extrapolated experi
mental data atp5150 GPa, and in slightly poorer agree
ment ~within ;1.5%) at p5350 GPa. As expected, th
free-energy correction lowers the predicted density, resul
in larger discrepancies with experiment of 1.5 and 2.5 %
p5150 and 350 GPa, respectively. Our uncorrectedab initio

:
s:
TABLE IV. Comparison ofab initio and experimental densityr of liquid Fe on two adiabats, with
adiabats specified by the temperatureT at the pressurep5300 GPa.Ab initio r values are given both
without and with~in parentheses! free-energy correctiondF ~see text!.

r (kg m23)
This work Experiments

P ~GPa! T55000 K T57000 K T55000 K T57000 K

150 11 075~10930! 10 806~10659! 11 110 10 800
200 11 738~11625! 11 477~11350! 11 870 11 560
250 12 323~12220! 12 059~11950! 12 440 12 180
300 12 844~12756! 12 575~12481! 13 000 12 800
350 13 315~13232! 13 043~12970! 13 550 13 290
8-8
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KS values also agree more closely with the experimen
data, being typically within 2%, while the corrected pred
tions disagree with the data by up to 8%. However, given
closer agreement betweenab initio and experiment on the
Hugoniot ~Sec. V!, it is possible that some of the disagre
ments may be due to deficiencies in the experimental
trapolation.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In assessing the reliability of our results, we consid
three sources of error: first, the uncontrolled DFT errors
herent in the GGA for exchange and correlation energy; s
ond, the controllable errors in the detailed electron
structure implementation of GGA, and specifically in the u
of PAW to calculate the totalab initio ~free! energy
UAI(R1 , . . . ,RN ;Tel) for each set of atomic position
R1 , . . . ,RN ; third, the statistical-mechanical errors, inclu
ing system-size effects. We have endeavored to reduce e
of the third kind below 10 meV/atom for the liquid. In ou
earlier free-energy calculations on the hcp solid,11 the corre-
sponding error was estimated as;15 meV/atom. Taking
these errors together, and recalling that the resulting erro
melting temperatureTm is roughly the combined free-energ
error divided by Boltzmann’s constant, we find an expec
Tm error of around6300 K. We have also attempted t
control errors of the second kind by changing the divis
between core and valence states and by reducing the
radius. These tests suggest that the associated error inTm is
probably no more than around6100 K. The inherent DFT
errors are more difficult to quantify, but we have demo
strated that the known discrepancies in the low-tempera
p(V) relation for hcp Fe almost certainly lead to an over
timate ofTm by around 350 K at 50 GPa and around 70 K
300 GPa, and we have corrected for this. We have also
the significant shifts in the Hugoniot curves resulting fro
DFT errors. We believe the remaining uncertainty inTm from
this source could be as much as 300 K.49

Our attempts to correct for DFT errors give a melti
curve which is in quite good agreement with the recent m
surements of Shenet al.,19 and with estimates based o
shock data;23 the methods used to estimate temperature in
shock experiments are also supported by ourab initio results

TABLE V. Comparison ofab initio and experimental adiabati
bulk modulusKS of liquid Fe on two adiabats, with adiabats spe
fied by the temperatureT at the pressurep5330 GPa.Ab initio KS

values are given both without and with~in parentheses! free-energy
correctiondF ~see text!.

KS ~GPa!
This work Experiments

P ~GPa! T55000 K T57000 K T55000 K T57000 K

150 708~662! 656 ~613! 695 668
200 878~838! 820 ~781! 877 849
250 1050~1010! 981 ~944! 1058 1016
300 1220~1180! 1140 ~1103! 1232 1193
350 1384~1350! 1296 ~1264! 1400 1355
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for Grüneisen parameterg and specific heatCv .11 Our melt-
ing curve is still above the experimental data of Boehler17 by
;800 K in the pressure region up to around 100 GPa.
cannot rule out the possibility that some of this discrepan
is due to our DFT errors. Our substantial disagreement w
the ab initio melting curve of Laioet al.25 must be due to
other reasons. We are currently working with authors of R
25 to discover the cause of the disagreement, and we hop
report on this in the future.

A key part of our strategy for eliminating system-size e
rors in the calculated free energies is the use of an empir
reference model which accurately reproduces the fluctuat
of total energy. At first sight, the use of a reference mo
based on a purely repulsive pair potential might seem s
prising, since it does not explicitly include a description
metallic bonding. An empirical reference model~there called
an ‘‘optimized potential model’’! is also used in the work o
Laio et al.,25 though they use it in a different way from us
Their optimized potential model is a form of the ‘‘embedd
atom model’’~EAM!,50–52which explicitly includes metallic
bonding. As described in our earlier work,11 we have inves-
tigated the consequences of using the EAM as a refere
model. We showed there that for present purposes fluc
tions of the bonding energy are negligible, and that un
these circumstances the EAM is almost exactly equivalen
a model based on repulsive pair potentials. We also sho
that there is no numerical advantage in using the EAM
reference model for the calculation of free energies. The
of different reference modelsper se therefore appears to
have nothing to do with the current disagreement betweenab
initio melting curves.

The agreement of ourab initio results with the limited
data from shock experiments on the liquid is reasonably
isfactory. In particular, our predicted Hugoniot relatio
pH(VH) is almost as good as we found earlier for the sol
The adiabatic sound velocity of the liquid is also predicted
within 1–3 %, the discrepancy depending on whether or
we attempt to correct for DFT errors. The good agreem
for the Grüneisen parameterg is also encouraging. Our re
sults for the hcp solid11 indicated thatg varies little with
pressure or temperature for 100,p,300 GPa and 4000
,T,6000 K, and has a value of around 1.5. Our pres
results indicate that the same is true of the liquid.

The ab initio free-energy techniques outlined here cou
clearly be adapted to a wide range of other problems, so
melting curves could be calculated for many materials,
cluding those of geological interest, such as silicates.
have recently completedab initio calculations of the melting
curve of aluminum up to pressures of 150 GPa, which are
excellent agreement with static-compression and shock d
as will be reported elsewhere.53

In conclusion, we have shown howab initio free-energy
calculations based on thermodynamic integration can be u
to obtain the melting curve and the volume and entropy
melting of a material over a wide pressure range. We h
emphasized that the key requirement on the reference sy
used in thermodynamic integration is that it faithfully mim
ics the fluctuations ofab initio energy in thermal equilib-
rium. Our ab initio melting curve of Fe over the pressu
8-9
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range 50–350 GPa agrees fairly well with experimental d
obtained from both static-compression and shock techniq
but significant discrepancies remain to be resolved. Ourab
initio predictions for quantities obtained directly from sho
experiments, including the Gru¨neisen parameter of the liq
uid, agree closely with the measured data in most cases
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